Developing a School
Emergency Lockdown
Response Plan
Utilising best practice from research
The Emergency lockdown response is a vital element of a schools emergency planning. This document
gives an insight into how research into mass casualty events that have occurred overseas has lead to the
development of best practices that should be incorporated into an effective lockdown response.
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This document has been produced to assist school management in improving their lockdown emergency response
procedures. Following the suggestions contained in this document will not guarantee compliance with legislative
obligations. Safeschools.co.nz advise that all emergency response procedures should be developed with due
consideration given to the specific environment, geography and culture of the school.
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Developing a School Lockdown Procedure
You may already have a procedure in place, if this is the case it is suggested that you complete a quick
indicative audit (Appendix 1). This will give an indication of the quality of the current procedure compared to
best practice from research and reviews of mass casualty incidents overseas.
The driving force behind developing a lockdown procedure is the requirement to ensure that schools are
safe places. In New Zealand this requirement is contained within legislation:
The Health and Safety in Employment Act (1992) (2002)

Section 6: Every employer shall take all practicable steps to ensure the safety of employees while at
work and in particular shall take all practicable steps to…e) develop procedures for dealing with
emergencies that may arise while employees are at work.
Section 15: Every employer shall take all practicable steps to ensure that no action or inaction of any
employee while at work harms any other person.
The Ministry of Education
NAG 5
Each board of trustees is also required to:

(a) Provide a safe physical and emotional environment for students
(b) Comply fully with any legislation currently in force or that may be developed to ensure the
safety of students or employees

The development of an effective lockdown procedure gives the school an alternative emergency response
to the evacuation.
Evacuation – Moves staff and students from an area of higher risk to an area of lower risk.
Lockdown – Keeps staff and students from moving from an area of lower risk to an area of higher risk.
The lockdown is an effective way of managing many emergency situations and has been suggested by
experts that it should be the default response to most emergencies, as it is an effective way of:
1.

Managing a large population rapidly, making planning further responses easier.

2. Minimising target profile (in case of armed intruder).
3. Managing information, if done effectively as it controls the unsolicited communication that can be
sent via social media.
The Lockdown procedure should be developed as one element of a schools overall emergency response
plan which itself should be part of the health and safety procedures that are in place in the school.
A sample emergency response plan is detailed on the following page.
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Initiate Lockdown

Initiate Evacuation

An example of an emergency response plan

This document is mainly concerned with the events that occur once a lockdown has been initiated. (Pink)

Class time

For assistance and advice on other elements of emergency response please contact
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Class time
In Classroom Response
Classroom
In the event that a lockdown is initiated during lesson time, the response of the teachers is very important.
It is suggested that the in-class response card (Figure 2) is available and displayed in each area that could
be locked down. Staff and students need to be familiar with the actions described on the response card
In the event of a lockdown being signalled, the teacher should lock the door first then follow the checklist,
ticking each stage once it has been completed.
Lockdown procedure – Response Card
Classrooms / Labs / Workshops
Teacher to…..


Lockdown procedure Classrooms/ Labs/ Workshops
Communication with Administration
Place the appropriate card in both internal and external windows
once the room is secure.

Upon a lockdown being signalled…….
Action
Lock door
Lock windows
Draw curtains / Close blinds
Turn of lights
Turn off electrical equipment
Signal administration *
Pass around paper for students to write their names
Complete this check list
Take cover under desk

Use the red card to
indicate that
lockdown is
incomplete or
assistance is
needed urgently.

Remain in Lockdown until familiar all clear is given.
Ignore any evacuation alarm.
Do not open the door until familiar all clear is given
Students to……

Action
Switch off all electrical devices
Switch off mobile telephones
Move away from windows and doors
Take cover under desks
Remain silent
Follow teachers instructions

Use this card if
some students are
“missing” from the
class. Or
assistance would
be appreciated (not
urgent)

Copy in Appendix 3

Use this card to
indicate that
lockdown is
complete and all is
well

(Figure 3)

* In an appropriate pre-determined manner.
Copy in Appendix 2

(Figure 2)

Indicating that the classroom is in shutdown is valuable to emergency responders, the indicator cards
Figure 2 are an effective and efficient way of doing this. The appropriate colour should be displayed in both
internal and external windows if appropriate.
It is vitally important that the door is locked as soon as the lockdown signal has been heard, if students are
working just outside the door they should be hurried into the room first. Students who have left the room for
other reasons and are further away will need to seek cover in an alternative location (Page 5).
Once the door has been locked it must not be opened again until:
All clear has been signalled.

There is imminent danger if you remain in the room (fire).

Emergency services advise you to leave the room.

Management have approached the room.
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Class time
Out of Classroom Response
Assemblies
In many ways initiating a lockdown during assembly time is a straight forward exercise, the assembly hall
should be treated in the same manner as a classroom during the lockdown and the Assembly response
checklist should be followed. Staff should move to the doors nearest them and ensure that they are locked
promptly and curtains should be drawn. Staff must be vigilant in monitoring students, to ensure there is
silence, and all electronic equipment is switched off.
Lockdown procedure – Response Card
Assembly Hall
Upon a lockdown being signalled…….
Teacher in charge to instruct staff to…
Action
Lock doors
Lock windows
Draw curtains / Close blinds
Turn of lights
Turn off electrical equipment
Signal administration *
Take cover near exits



Remain in Lockdown until familiar all clear is given.
Ignore any evacuation alarm.
Do not open the door until familiar all clear is given



Teacher in charge to instruct students to……
Action
Switch off all electrical devices
Switch off mobile telephones
Move away from windows and doors
Adopt head down “Brace position”
Remain silent
Follow teachers instructions
* In an appropriate pre-determined manner.

Copy in Appendix 4

(Figure 4)

Each school has a different approach to assemblies and the design of assembly
halls varies greatly the following questions may assist in developing a school
specific response:
Can the assembly hall be made secure?
Are doors lockable?

Who can lock them?

Can windows be rapidly covered?

Can administration be contacted from a locked down assembly hall?
What is the preferred method?

Who contacts administration?

Can a lockdown be initiated from inside the assembly hall?
How can this be done?

Who does it?
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Class time
Out of Classroom Response
Students and Staff out of class
During lesson time some students and staff may not be in classrooms. They may have left the room
temporarily for any number of reasons.
The in-class response section detailed that students who are immediately outside of the room should be
rapidly ushered into the room prior to the door being locked.
Students and staff that are further away from their allocated room need to be accommodated in the plan in
an alternative manner.
Different schools have developed different response to this scenario:

Action
Upon hearing a lockdown
student/teacher head to the nearest
classroom prior to it being locked and
follow the teachers instructions
Student/teacher moves to pre
designated area and awaits further
instructions
Student/staff takes cover in nearest
available location; empty classroom,
restroom, store room.

Positive
Prevents individual moving towards
danger.
Students/staff likely to be spread
around different classrooms,
preventing overcrowding.
Classrooms do not have unfamiliar
individuals in them.
One location easier management.
Knowledge of location of everyone.
Classrooms do not have unfamiliar
individuals in them.
Students/staff are rapidly undercover

Negative
Unfamiliar student/teacher in class
Student/teacher allowed in could be
the “intruder”

May involve student/staff walking into
danger area
Staff member needs to move to this
area to manage response.
Areas may not be lockable.
No one knows where they are.
May be alone for a significant period of
time.

The school management need to consider these alternatives and adopt the most appropriate. Whichever
one is adopted it must be widely publicised amongst staff and students and practised during and reviewed
after drills.
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Class time
Out of Classroom Response
Non classroom lessons
Some lessons are not taught in classrooms, such as physical education and horticulture.
The initial concern with these subjects is whether the signal to lockdown can be heard clearly from all the
locations in which these classes may be located. It is essential that this is investigated and if the signal
cannot be heard then an alternative method must be sought.
If the class are in an area such a Gymnasium, swimming pool or compound then the response should be
similar to that of the in-classroom response.
If the class are on the field, turf or other outside area then staff must be made aware of the options that are
available to them.
It is quite possible that the lockdown has been signalled in response to a threat that is outside and therefore
it is essential that these classes have somewhere to move to indoors, such as a changing shed, store shed
or pavilion. It should not be planned for these classes to enter an area that has already been locked down.
It is also possible that the lockdown has been initiated in response to an internal threat if this is the case it
may not be appropriate to move a class back towards the building if this is the case the class should be
moved away from the buildings, perhaps even off the site to the offsite emergency response area.

Each school has a different approach to PE and the design of facilities varies
greatly the following questions may assist in developing a school specific response:
Can the Gymnasium/Pool/Compound be made secure?
Are doors lockable?

Who can lock them?

Can windows be rapidly covered?

Can administration be contacted from a locked down Gymnasium/Pool/Compound?
What is the preferred method?

Who contacts administration?

Is there a safe area for outside classes to move to upon signal of a lockdown?
Are staff aware of these locations? Can they be locked? Can they be communicated from?

Do staff appreciate that they may decide not to lockdown, if they believe an
alternative course of action is more appropriate. If so….
Where do they go?

How do they communicate with administration to indicate all is well?
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Class time
Out of Classroom Response
Others
At anytime there are people on the school site that are neither staff nor students, these may include;
parents, visitors, students from other schools and contractors.
It should be a general rule that the short term visitors to the site are always in the company of a member of
the schools staff, thus if any emergency does occur then the staff member can advise the visitor on what to
do. If this is not the case then including the following in an visitor induction would be appropriate:

Upon being made aware of the school entering into an emergency situation (through
whatever appropriate means). Visitors are required to follow the schools procedures and not
leave the site unless asked to do so.
In the case of a lockdown this means taking refuge at/in __________ location until advised
otherwise.

Contractors by contrast are often unaccompanied, in this case part of the contractor induction process
should be to detail amongst many other things how the contractor is expected to behave upon the
activation of any emergency signals.
This can be adequately done by inserting a paragraph such as

Upon being made aware of the school entering into an emergency situation (through
whatever appropriate means). Contractors are required to follow the schools procedures.
In the case of a lockdown this means taking refuge in _____________________________
(a pre-determined location) until advised otherwise.

It would be unwise to advise contractors to enter a classroom upon a lockdown being activated
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Non class time
Interval and Lunchtimes
These times are potentially the most challenging to plan an effective lockdown response for. Below are a
few examples of methods used by different schools:

Action

Positive

Negative

Students and staff to move to
nearest safe area

Reduces exposure to identified risk
rapidly

Students and staff to move to
classrooms of previous lesson/next
lesson/homeroom

Everyone should know where they
are going.
Room for all students – overcrowding
All in room should be familiar to
teacher.
Prevents causing alarm and panic.
In-class response relatively straight
forward.
Staff may be off school site.

Do not signal lockdown during
these times, end break prematurely
and then activate lockdown.
Students to go to nearest
emergency area – Gymnasium,
Hall, Library or off site emergency
meeting point.

Reduces exposure to identified risk
very rapidly.

Classrooms to be left open or staffed
during these times.
No staff supervision.
When is the room locked and by whom?
Requires mass movement of students
and teachers – may move close to area
of risk.
When to lock the door?
Response from students and staff may
be slow, questioning malfunctioning
bells!
May move close to danger.
Possibility of overcrowding
Difficult to account for and know the
location of all individuals.

Each school has a different approach to the start and end of the school day and the
physical environment varies greatly.
The following questions may assist in developing a school specific response:
Are buildings and rooms locked during these times?

How can a lockdown be signalled?

Where do, staff locate themselves during these times? How do, duty staff communicate?
Where do, students socialise at these times?
Through reflecting upon these questions an appropriate lockdown response for these times can be
developed.
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Non class time
Before school and after school
Plans should be made for the fifteen minutes or so before the commencement of the school day and fifteen
minutes after the end of the school day. As at these times there may still be large numbers of students on
the school site. There may be a simple solution such as go to the hall, library or gymnasium.

Each school has a different approach to the start and end of the school day and the
physical environment varies greatly. The following questions may assist in
developing a school specific response:
Are buildings and rooms locked during these times?

How can a lockdown be signalled?

Where do, staff locate themselves during these times? How do, duty staff communicate?
Where do students socialise at these times?
How will busses be managed?

How will distraught parents be managed?

How will students arriving at school be managed?

Co-curricular and special events
Students and staff may be on site before and after normal school hours taking part in co-curricular activities
at these times consideration needs to be taken into; access, security and who is in charge of the site.
(This is beyond ‘lockdown’ but should be considered in terms of school health and safety)

Special events
Schools are used for numerous other events at weekends, evenings and during the school holidays.
Policies and contingencies must be made for these events to ensure compliance with section 15 of the
HSE Act (1992) (2002).
Documents related to this are provided in Appendix 5
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Communication
Communication is the biggest challenge and the most crucial element of developing a lockdown procedure.
There is no single solution that will be practicable for every school, as the geography, environment and
technology available varies greatly.
The following questions may assist in the development of specific procedures.

If an intruder enters a classroom, how can the school management be informed?
Considerations
This is a critical element of the whole process and perhaps the most challenging. A panic button is the best
method but it is unlikely that a school possesses such a system. Teachers should be aware of a range of
other options available to them such as text (simple key word to an emergency number) walkie-talkie or
e’mail or instant message to a predetermined address.
In most schools anyone can initiate an evacuation by “breaking the glass” at various locations. An
evacuation is an extraordinarily inconvenient exercise involving hundreds of people being relocated. By
contrast a lockdown involves far less inconvenience and it would therefore make sense if activation could
be initiated by anyone from multiple locations.
The negative side of having “open activation” is that the decision on how to respond to an incident is taken
out of the hands of management, and given to the activator, who may be untrained and unaware of
appropriate procedures.

What is the nature of an event that would require the lockdown to be initiated?
Considerations
The diagram in Appendix 6 highlights ways in which schools may choose to respond to various emergency
situations.
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Training and Drills
It is vital that staff and students are trained in how to respond to a lockdown, information should be included
in staff handbooks, student planners, contractor, and visitor inductions.
The use of practice drills is an essential element of training for a lockdown event and such drills should be
conducted regularly (at least twice a year). The drills should be conducted in a manner which is as realistic
as possible, in order to do this the following should be considered:
The element of surprise needs to be maintained. Staff and students must not be informed of the
impending drill.
Responses need to monitored. A number of observers (clearly identifiable) should walk the school to
check that lockdown procedures are being followed. (use appendix 7)
The drill needs to be contextualised. What is the reason for the lockdown, dangerous animal, chemical
spill, armed intruder?
The hazard needs to have a location. Where is dangerous animal, chemical spill etc.
Timing of the drills. Need to include times that offer more challenging circumstances; interval, recess,
between lessons etc.

Review process
The drill needs to be reviewed effectively, with observers, staff, managers and students all contributing to
how the drill was conducted.
If the school already has a review process with relation to policies and practices, the lockdown should be
contained within this process.
The findings of the review need to be fed back into the process to ensure that the lockdown procedure is a
“living document”
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Appendix 1 – Indicative Lockdown Audit

Indicative Audit - School Lockdown Procedures
Note: This Indicative audit is one of a number of tools that is used when completing a full school safety audit.
Gaining a positive result from this tool does not ensure compliance with legislative obligations.

1 General

Yes

No

Does the school have a written emergency lockdown response plan
Does the plan detail:
Who can activate a lockdown
When a lockdown should be activated
How staff and students in classrooms should respond to a lockdown
(Lesson time)
How staff and students not in classrooms should respond to a lockdown
(Lesson time)
How staff and students in classrooms should respond to a lockdown
(Interval, assemblies before/after school)
How staff and students not in classrooms should respond to a lockdown
(Interval, assemblies before/after school)
Preferred methods of communication to be used during a lockdown
The frequency of training and drills related to a lockdown
The frequency and type of review process used to evaluate the effectiveness of
the lockdown
If the answers are all yes then your school potentially has an effective lockdown procedure, and further auditing is
required to confirm this.
See website for a copy of ‘detailed lockdown response evaluation’
If you have some no responses further work and review is essential. This document “Developing school lockdown
procedures” should be used to improve and develop your procedures.
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Appendix 2 – In Class response card

Lockdown procedure – Classrooms / Labs / Workshops

Upon a lockdown being signalled…….
Teacher to…..
Completed 

Action
Lock door
Lock windows
Draw curtains / Close blinds
Turn of lights
Turn off electrical equipment
Signal administration *
Pass around paper for students to write their names
Complete this check list
Take cover under desk

Remain in Lockdown until familiar all clear is given.
Ignore any evacuation alarm.
Do not open the door until familiar all clear is given

Students to……
Completed 

Action

Switch off all electrical devices
Switch off mobile telephones
Move away from windows and doors
Take cover under desks
Remain silent
Follow teachers instructions
* In an appropriate pre-determined manner.
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Appendix 3 – In Class Communication Cards

Lockdown procedure Classrooms/ Labs/ Workshops
Communication with Administration
Upon a lockdown being signalled secure the classroom as detailed on checklist.
Once the classroom has been secured, it is important that School administration are
made aware that you are secure.
The use of coloured cards is an effective and simple way of doing this. Place the
appropriate card in both internal and external window once the room is secure.
Use the red card to
indicate that lockdown is
incomplete or assistance
is needed urgently.

Use this card if some
students are “missing”
from the class. Or
assistance would be
appreciated (not urgent)

Use this card to indicate
that lockdown is complete
and all is well
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Appendix 4 – In Assembly lockdown response card

Lockdown procedure – Response Card
Assembly Hall
Upon a lockdown being signalled…….
Teacher in charge to instruct staff to…


Action
Lock doors
Lock windows
Draw curtains / Close blinds
Turn of lights
Turn off electrical equipment
Signal administration *
Take cover near exits
Remain in Lockdown until familiar all clear is given.
Ignore any evacuation alarm.
Do not open the door until familiar all clear is given



Teacher in charge to instruct students to……
Action
Switch off all electrical devices
Switch off mobile telephones
Move away from windows and doors
Adopt head down “Brace position”
Remain silent
Follow teachers instructions
* In an appropriate pre-determined manner.
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Appendix 5 – Other users documentation

The following statement is taken from the contractor induction documentation pack, a similar
comment should be included in your equivalent documentation.

Upon being made aware of the school entering into an emergency situation
(through whatever appropriate means). Contractors are required to follow the
schools procedures.
In the case of a lockdown this means taking refuge in a pre-determined location
until advised otherwise.

As part of the induction process the contractors should be provided with a specific location to
assemble during emergencies this should be close to their worksite.
The following statement is taken from the visitor induction pack:

Upon being made aware of the school entering into an emergency situation
(through whatever appropriate means). Visitors are required to follow the schools
procedures and not leave the site unless asked to do so.
In the case of a lockdown this means taking refuge at/in __________ location
until advised otherwise.

When reporting to the office, visitors should be informed of the appropriate location for them to
lockdown during an emergency.
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Initiate Lockdown

Initiate Evacuation

Appendix 6 - Emergency response diagram
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Appendix 7 – Lockdown drill observer checklist

Lockdown Drill Observer Checklist
Observer name:

Location/Room

Date/Time
Yes

No

Doors locked
Windows locked
Communication card displayed
Lights out
Silence In room
Non response to door knock
Windows covered

Lockdown Drill Observer Checklist
Observer name:

Location/Room

Date/Time
Yes

No

Doors locked
Windows locked
Communication card displayed
Lights out
Silence In room
Non response to door knock
Windows covered

Lockdown Drill Observer Checklist
Observer name:

Location/Room

Date/Time
Yes

Doors locked
Windows locked
Communication card displayed
Lights out
Silence In room
Non response to door knock
Windows covered

No

